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equation
a x q b xn ny1
, if x q x is even,n ny1x s n s 0, 1, . . . ,2nq 1  g x q d x , if x q x is odd,n ny1 n ny1
 4where x , x g Z and a , b , g , d g y1, 1 . Q 1998 Academic Pressy1 0
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1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
We study the boundedness and the periodic character of the solutions of
the equation
a x q b x¡ n ny1
, if x q x is even,n ny1~x s n s 0, 1, . . . , C .2nq1 ¢g x q d x , if x q x is odd,n ny1 n ny1
 4  4where x , x g Z s . . . , y1, 0, 1, . . . and a , b , g , d g y1, 1 .y1 0
The case a s b s g s 1 and d s y1 was investigated by Clark and
w x  .Lewis 1 . For some open problems and conjectures about Eq. C , see
w x  .Ladas 2, 3 . We denoted the above equation by C to indicate that this is
w xa Collatz type difference equation; see 4 .
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The following lemmas will be useful in the sequel.
LEMMA 1.1. The following statements are true.
 .  .a The tri¨ ial solution x s 0 is an equilibrium solution of Eq. C .
 .  .b The only solution of Eq. C which is e¨entually equal to zero is the
tri¨ ial solution x s 0.
 .  .c Any odd multiple of a solution of Eq. C is also a solution of Eq.
 .  .C . In particular, the negati¨ e of a solution of Eq. C is also a solution of
 .Eq. C .
The following lemma reduces the number of equations to be studied
from 16 to 8.
 .  4`LEMMA 1.2 Duality lemma . Let x be a sequence of integers. Forn nsy1
 4`each n G 0, set y s x and y s yx . Then x is a solution2 ny1 2 ny1 2 n 2 n n nsy1
 .  4`of Eq. C if and only if y is a solution of the equationn nsy1
ya y q b y¡ n ny1
, if y q y is e¨en ,n ny1~y s n s 0, 1, . . . . C* .2nq1 ¢yg y q d y , if y q y is odd,n ny1 n ny1
 .Given two integers m and n, we let gcod m, n denote the greatest
common odd divisor of m and n.
 4`  .LEMMA 1.3. Let x be a solution of Eq. C . Thenn nsy1
gcod x , x s gcod x , x for all n s 0, 1, . . . . .  .ny1 n y1 0
Before stating the next lemma, we need a definition.
 4`  .DEFINITION 1. An e¨en semicycle of a solution x of Eq. Cn nsy1
 4consists of a ``string'' of terms x , x , . . . , x , all even integers, withl lq1 m
l G y1 and m F `, such that
either l s y1, or l ) y1 and x is oddly1
and
either m s `, or m - ` and x is odd.mq 1
 4`  .An odd semicycle of a solution x of Eq. C consists of a ``string'' ofn nsy1
 4terms x , x , . . . , x , all odd integers, with l G y1 and m F `, suchl lq1 m
that
either l s y1, or l ) y1 and x is evenly1
and
either m s `, or m - ` and x is even.mq 1
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 4`  .LEMMA 1.4. Let x be a solution of Eq. C . Then the followingn nsy1
statements are true.
 .i Except for possibly the first semicycle, e¨ery e¨en semicycle has
exactly one term.
 .ii Except for possibly the first semicycle, e¨ery odd semicycle has at
least two terms.
 4`  .LEMMA 1.5. Let x be a solution of Eq. C . Suppose there existsn nsy1
N G y1 such that either x is e¨en for all n G N, or x is odd for all n G N.n n
Then the following statements are true.
1. Suppose a s b s 1. Then x s x for all n G N.n N
 .a If x is e¨en, then x s x for all n G y1.N n N
 .b Suppose N G 0, x is e¨en, and x is odd. Then the followingNy1 N
statements are true:
 .i if g s 1, then x s 0;Ny1
 .ii if g s y1, then x s 2 x rd .Ny1 N
2. Suppose b s y1. Then x s 0 for all n G y1.n
 4`  . < <LEMMA 1.6. Let x be a solution of Eq. C . Suppose x F x ,n nsy1 y1 1
< <x F x , and that either a x - x or b x - x . Then x s g x q d x ,0 1 0 1 y1 1 1 0 y1
x is odd, g x G 0, and d x G 0.1 0 y1
 4`  .LEMMA 1.7. Let x be a solution of Eq. C . Suppose a s 1. Thenn nsy1
there exists n G 0 with x x G 0.0 n y1 n0 0
 4`Proof. It clearly suffices to consider the case when x is notn nsy1
eventually constant. If g ? d s 1, the result is true by Lemmas 1.1 and 1.6.
So suppose g ? d s y1.
Case 1. Suppose g s 1 and d s y1. For the sake of contradiction,
suppose there exists no n G 0 such that x x G 0. Then for all n G 0,ny1 n
x x - 0. It follows that x q x is even for all n G 0. Hence byny1 n ny1 n
 4`Lemma 1.5, x is eventually constant. This is a contradiction.n nsy1
Case 2. Suppose g s y1 and d s 1. Then by Lemmas 1.1 and 1.4, it
follows that we may assume that x ) 0 is odd and that x - 0 is even.y1 0
So x s yx q x ) 0 is odd, x s 2 x y x - 0 is odd, and x s1 0 y1 2 0 y1 3
1 1 .  .x q b x . If b s y1, then x s x y x - 0, while if b s 1, then2 1 3 2 12 2
1 1 .x s x q x s x - 0.3 2 1 02 2
Remark 1.1. As the reader will see in Sections 3.5 and 3.8, we only have
 .  .  .conjectures for the cases a , b , g , d s 1, y1, 1, 1 and a , b , g , d s
 .1, y1, y1, y1 and their duals.
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2. BOUNDEDNESS OF SOLUTIONS
 .The following lemmas give bounds for the solutions of Eq. C .
w x  4`LEMMA 2.1 1 . Suppose a s b s g s 1 and d s y1. Let x ben nsy1
 . < <a solution of Eq. C . Finally, suppose that x x G 0. Then x Fy1 0 n
 < < < <4max x , x for all n G y1.y1 0
 4`  .LEMMA 2.2. Let x be a solution of Eq. C . Suppose a s g s 1n nsy1
< < < < < <and d s y1. Then x F x q x for all n G y1.n y1 0
Proof. We shall prove by induction that for every n G 0,
< < < < < < < < < <x , x , x y x g 0, x q x .ny1 n n ny1 y1 0
The claim is clearly true for n s 0. So suppose n G 0 and that
< < < < < < < < < <x , x , x y x g 0, x q x .ny1 n n ny1 y1 0
We shall show that
< < < < < < < < < <x , x , x y x g 0, x q x .n nq1 nq1 n y1 0
< < w < < < <xNow x g 0, x q x by the inductive hypothesis. Recall that ifn y1 0
x q x is even, thenn ny1
x q b x 1 1n ny1
< < < < < <x s F x q x ,nq1 n ny12 2 2
while if x q x is odd, thenn ny1
< < < <x s x y x ,nq1 n ny1
and so in either case,
< < < < < <x F x q x .nq1 0 y1
< < < < < <It remains to show that x y x F x q x . If x q x is even,nq1 n 0 y1 n ny1
then
x q b x 1 1n ny1
< < < < < <x y x s y x F x q x ,nq1 n n n ny12 2 2
while if x q x is odd, thenn ny1
< < < <x y x s x ,nq1 n ny1
< < < < < <and so in either case, x y x F x q x .nq1 n 0 y1
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 4`  .LEMMA 2.3. Let x be a solution of Eq. C . Suppose a s d s 1n nsy1
< < < < < <and g s y1. Then x F x q 2 x for all n G y1.n y1 0
 .Proof. For each n G 0, let P n be the following proposition:
 . < < < < < < < <i if x is odd and x is odd, then x , x F x q 2 x ;ny1 n ny1 n y1 0
 . < < < < < <ii if x is even and x is odd, then x , x , y x q x Fny1 n ny1 n ny1 n
< < < <x q 2 x ;y1 0
 . < < < < < <iii if x is odd and x is even, then x , x , y x q x ,ny1 n ny1 n ny1 n
< < < < < <y x q 2 x F x q 2 x .ny1 n y1 0
 .  .We shall show by induction that P n is true for all n G 0. Clearly P 0
 .is true. Suppose n is a nonnegative integer and P k is true for k s
 .0, 1, . . . , n. It suffices to show that P n q 1 is true.
< < < < < <Case 1. Suppose x and x are both odd. Then x , x F x qny1 n ny1 n y1
< <2 x and0
x q b xn ny1
x s .nq1 2
Note that
x q b x 1n ny1
< < < < < < < < < <x s F x q x F x q 2 x . .nq1 n ny1 y1 02 2
 .Case a . Suppose that x is odd. Then x and x are both odd.nq1 n nq1
 . < < < < < < < <Thus P n q 1 is the statement x , x F x q 2 x , and nothingn nq1 y1 0
remains to be shown.
 .Case b . Suppose x is even. Then x is odd and x is even, andnq1 n nq1
 . < < < < < < < <so P n q 1 is the statement x , x , y x q x , y x q 2 xn nq1 n nq1 n nq1
< < < < < < < <F x q 2 x . It remains to show y x q x , y x q 2 x Fy1 0 n nq1 n nq1
< < < <x q 2 x . Nowy1 0
< < < <x q b x x xn ny1 n ny1
< < < < < <y x q x s yx q F q F x q 2 xn nq1 n y1 0 /2 2 2
and
< < < < < < < < < <y x q 2 x s y x q x q b x s x F x q 2 x . .n nq1 n n ny1 ny1 y1 0
Case 2. Suppose x is even and x is odd. Thenny1 n
< < < < < < < < < <x , x , y x q x F x q 2 xny1 n ny1 n y1 0
and x s yx q x . In particular, x is odd and x is odd. Thusnq1 n ny1 n nq1
 . < < < < < < < <P n q 1 is the statement x , x F x q 2 x , which follows fromn nq1 y1 0
< < < < < < < < < <the fact that x s y x q x s y x q x F x q 2 x .nq1 n ny1 ny1 n y1 0
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Case 3. Suppose x is odd and x is even. Thenny1 n
< < < < < < < < < < < <x , x , y x q x , y x q 2 x F x q 2 xny1 n ny1 n ny1 n y1 0
and x s yx q x . In particular, x is even and x is odd. Hencenq1 n ny1 n nq1
 . < < < < < < < < < <P n q 1 is the statement x , x , y x q x F x q 2 x , andn nq1 n nq1 y1 0
< < < < < <so it remains to show that y x q x F x q 2 x . Butn nq1 y1 0
< < < < < < < <y x q x s y x q 2 x F x q 2 x .n nq1 ny1 n y1 0
 4`  .LEMMA 2.4. Let x be a solution of Eq. C such that e¨ery e¨enn nsy1
semicycle has length 1. Suppose a s b s 1 and g s d s y1. Then the
following statements are true.
 . < < < < < <i If n G y1 and x is e¨en, then x F x q x .n n y1 0
 . < <  < < < <.ii If n G 0, x is e¨en and x is odd, then x F 2 x q x .ny1 n n y1 0
 . < < < < < <iii If n G 0, x is odd, and x is odd, then x F x q x .ny1 n n y1 0
< < < < < < < < < < < <Proof. Clearly x F x q x and x F x q x . For eachy1 y1 0 0 y1 0
 .n G 1, let P n be the following proposition:
 . < < < < < <i if n G y1 and x is even, then x F x q x ;n n y1 0
 . < <  < < < <.ii if n G 0, x is even and x is odd, then x F 2 x q xny1 n n y1 0
< < < < < <and x q x F x q x ;ny1 n y1 0
 . < < < < < <iii if n G 0, x is odd, and x is odd, then x F x q x andny1 n n y1 0
< <  < < < <.x q x F 2 x q x .ny1 n y1 0
The proof will be by induction on n G 1.
 .To show: P 1 is true.
1< < <Suppose x is even. Then x and x are both odd and x s x q1 0 y1 1 02
< < < < <x F x q x .y1 y1 0
Suppose x is odd.1
 .a Suppose x is even. Then x is odd and x s yx y x . Thus0 y1 1 0 y1
< < < < < <  < < < <. < < < < < < < <x F x q x F 2 x q x and x q x s y x F x q x .1 y1 0 y1 0 0 1 y1 y1 0
 . < < < < < < < <b Suppose x is odd. Then x F x q x F x q x and0 1 0 y1 y1 0
3< < < < < <  < < < <.x q x F x q x F 2 x q x .0 1 0 y1 0 y12
 .Thus P 1 is true.
 .  .  .Suppose n G 1 and P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P n are all true.
 .To show: P n q 1 is true.
 . < < < < < <a Suppose x is even. We must show x F x q x . Wenq1 nq1 y1 0
know x and x are both odd. Thus by the inductive hypothesis,n ny1
1< <  < < < <. < < < < < < < <x q x F 2 x q x and so x s x q x F x q x .n ny1 y1 0 nq1 n ny1 y1 02
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 . < <b Suppose x is odd and x is even. We must show x Fnq1 n nq1
 < < < <. < < < < < <2 x q x and x q x F x q x . Clearly x and x arey1 0 n nq1 y1 0 ny1 ny2
< < < < < <both odd. Since x and x are both odd, we have x F x q x .ny1 ny2 ny1 y1 0
< < < < < < < <Since x is even, we also have that x F x q x . Hence x sn n y1 0 nq1
< <  < < < <. < < < < < < < <y x y x F 2 x q x and x q x s y x F x q x .n ny1 y1 0 nq1 n ny1 y1 0
 . < <c Suppose x is odd and x is odd. We must show that x Fnq1 n nq1
< < < < < <  < < < <.x q x and x q x F 2 x q x .y1 0 n nq1 y1 0
 .i Suppose x is even. Then x s yx y x . We haveny1 nq1 n ny1
< < < < < < < < < < < < < <x q x F x q x and so x s x q x F x q x . Also,ny1 n y1 0 nq1 n ny1 y1 0
< < < < < < < <  < < < <.x q x s y x F x q x F 2 x q x .n nq1 ny1 y1 0 y1 0
1 .  .ii Suppose x is odd. Then x s x q x .ny1 nq1 n ny12
 . < <  < < < <.I Suppose x is even. Then x F 2 x q x . Also,ny2 ny1 y1 0
< < < < < < < <  < < < <. < <x F x q x and x q x F 2 x q x . Thus x sn y1 0 ny1 n y1 0 nq1
1 1< < < < < < < < <  . <x q x F x q x and x q x s x q x q xn ny1 y1 0 n nq1 n n ny12 2
1< < < <  < < < <.F x q x q x F 2 x q x .n ny1 n y1 02
 .II Suppose x is odd. Now x and x are odd and sony2 ny2 ny1
< < < < < < < < < < < <x F x q x . Also, x and x are odd and so x F x q x .ny1 y1 0 ny1 n n y1 0
1 1< < < <  < < < <. < < < < <Thus x s x q x F x q x F x q x and x qnq1 n ny1 n ny1 y1 0 n2 2
1 3 1< <  . < < < < <  < < < <.x s x q x q x F x q x F 2 x q x .nq1 n n ny1 n ny1 y1 02 2 2
3. PERIODIC CHARACTER OF SOLUTIONS
3.1. First Equation
Consider the D E
x q xn ny1¡ , if x q x is even,n ny1~ 2x s n s 0, 1, . . . , 1 .nq1 ¢x q x , if x q x is odd,n ny1 n ny1
where x , x g Z.y1 0
THEOREM 3.1. The following statements are true.
 .  .a There exist solutions of Eq. 1 which are e¨entually constant, and
 .there exist solutions of Eq. 1 which are not e¨entually constant.
 .  4`  .b Let x be a solution of Eq. 1 which is not e¨entuallyn nsy1
constant. Then either lim x s y` or lim x s `.nª` n nª` n
 .  .Proof. a Statement a follows from Lemma 1.5. In particular, if
 4`x ? x ) 0 and x / x , then x is not eventually constant.y1 0 y1 0 n nsy1
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 .  4`  .b Let x be a solution of Eq. 1 which is not eventuallyn nsy1
constant. Clearly there exists N G y1 such that either x ) 0 for alln
n G N or x - 0 for all n G N. From the above and Lemma 1.5, it followsn
without loss of generality that we may assume that x is an odd positivey1
 4`integer and that x is an even positive integer. Then the solution x0 n nsy1
consists of an odd semicycle O followed by an even semicycle E followed0 1
by an odd semicycle O , etc. After O , every odd semicycle O has at least1 0 n
two terms. Every even semicycle E has exactly one term, which in ann
abuse of notation we shall also refer to as E . For each integer n G 0, then
first two terms of O are each the sum of E with a positive odd integer,n n
 .and hence are strictly greater than E , while every other term if any ofn
O is the average of two odd integers each strictly greater than E , andn n
hence is strictly greater than E . Since E is the average of twon nq1
elements of O , we see that E - E . It follows that lim x s `.n n nq1 nª` n
Dual of the First Equation
Consider the D E
yx q xn ny1¡ , if x q x is even,n ny1~ 2x s n s 0, 1, . . . , 1* .nq1 ¢yx q x , if x q x is odd,n ny1 n ny1
where x , x g Z.y1 0
COROLLARY 3.2. The following statements are true.
 .  .  .i Equation 1* possesses bounded solutions and Eq. 1* possesses
unbounded solutions.
 .  .ii E¨ery bounded solution of Eq. 1* is e¨entually a two-cycle
 .a, ya .
 .  .iii E¨ery unbounded solution of Eq. 1* consists of two subse-
quences, one of which di¨ erges to ` and the other of which di¨ erges to y`.
3.2. Second Equation
w xThe following equation was investigated by Clark and Lewis 1 . Con-
sider the D E
x q xn ny1¡ , if x q x is even,n ny1~ 2x s n s 0, 1, . . . , 2 .nq1 ¢x y x , if x q x is odd,n ny1 n ny1
where x , x g Z.y1 0
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w x  4`  .THEOREM 3.3 1 . Let x be a solution of Eq. 2 . Suppose thatn nsy1
 .  4`gcod x , x s 1 and x / x . Then x is either e¨entually they1 0 y1 0 n nsy1
 .constant 1, the constant y1, or the six-cycle y2, 1, 3, 2, y1, y3 .
Dual of the Second Equation
Consider the D E
yx q xn ny1¡ , if x q x is even,n ny1~ 2x s n s 0, 1, . . . , 2* .nq1 ¢yx y x , if x q x is odd,n ny1 n ny1
where x , x g Z.y1 0
 .By applying our duality Lemma 1.2 to Eq. 2 , we obtain the following
result.
 4`  .COROLLARY 3.4. Let x be a solution of Eq. 2* , and suppose thatn nsy1
 .  4`  .gcod x , x s 1. Then x is either e¨entually the two-cycle 1, y1 ,y1 0 n nsy1
 .  .the three-cycle 2, 1, y3 , or the three-cycle y2, y1, 3 .
3.3. Third Equation
Consider the D E
x q xn ny1¡ , if x q x is even,n ny1~ 2x s n s 0, 1, . . . , 3 .nq1 ¢yx q x , if x q x is odd,n ny1 n ny1
where x , x g Z.y1 0
 4`  .THEOREM 3.5. Let x be a solution of Eq. 3 . Supposen nsy1
 .  4`gcod x , x s 1 and x / x . Then x is either e¨entually they1 0 y1 0 n nsy1
 .constant 1, the constant y1, the four-cycle 2, y1, 3, 1 , the four-cycle
 .  .y2, 1, y3, y1 , or the six-cycle 1, 0, 1, y1, 0, y1 .
 4`Proof. If x is eventually constant, it follows by Lemmas 1.3 andn nsy1
 4`1.5 that x is either eventually the constant 1 or the constant y1.n nsy1
 4`So suppose x is not eventually constant. By Lemma 2.3, we known nsy1
 4`  .that x is a bounded, integer valued solution of Eq. 3 , and hence isn nsy1
 4`eventually periodic. So without loss of generality, we assume x isn nsy1
periodic. It follows that there exists an integer M ) 0 such that yM F
 .x F M for all n G y1. Because the negative of a solution of Eq. 3 isn
 .also a solution of Eq. 3 , without loss of generality we may also assume
that x - x s M.0 1
 .Suppose x s 0. Then as gcod x , x s 1, we see that x s y1 andy1 y1 0 0
 4`  .that x s 0, y1, 1, 0, 1, y1, 0, y1, 1, 0, 1, y1, . . . .n nsy1
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 4`Suppose x s 0. Then x s 1 and so it follows that x s0 1 n nsy1
 .1, 0, 1, y1, 0, y1, 1, 0, 1, y1, 0, y1, . . . .
Suppose x ? x / 0. It follows by Lemma 1.6 that x ) 0, x - 0, andy1 0 y1 0
that x s M s yx q x is odd. We claim that x is even and x is1 0 y1 y1 0
 4odd. For the sake of contradiction, suppose there exist p g 1, 2, . . . and
 4 p .k, l g 0, 1, . . . such that x s 2 l q 1 and x s y2 2k q 1 . Theny1 0
p . p .  .x s 2 l q 1, x s y2 2k q 1 , x s M s 2 2k q 1 q 2 l q 1 , andy1 0 1
pq1 .  . pq1x s y2 2k q 1 y 2 l q 1 . This is impossible because M - 22
 .  .  4? 2k q 1 q 2 l q 1 . Hence there do exist p g 1, 2, . . . and k, l g
 4 p .  .0, 1, . . . such that x s 2 2k q 1 and x s y 2 l q 1 . We claimy1 0
p s 1.
p .For the sake of contradiction, suppose p ) 1. Then x s 2 2k q 1 ,y1
 .  . p . py1 .x s y 2 l q 1 , x s M s 2 l q 1 q 2 2k q 1 , x s 2 2k q 1 ,0 1 2
 .  p py1. .  . py1 .x s 2 l q 1 q 2 y 2 2k q 1 s 2 l q 1 q 2 2k q 1 , and x3 4
 . py2 .s y 2 l q 1 . The next term is x s 2 2k q 1 , and so by Lemma 2.3,5
M s 2 l q 1 q 2 p 2k q 1 F 2 l q 1 q 2 ? 2 py2 2k q 1 .  .  .  .
s 2 l q 1 q 2 py1 2k q 1 , .  .
 .which is impossible. Thus it is true that p s 1. So x s 2 2k q 1 ,y1
 .  .  .  .x s y 2 l q 1 , x s M s 2 l q 1 q 2 2k q 1 , and x s 2k q 1 . The0 1 2
 .  .next term is x s l q 3k q 2 s l q k q 1 q 2k q 1 . We claim l q3
k q 1 is odd. For the sake of contradiction, suppose that l q k q 1 is even.
1  .  .Then x s l q k q 1 q 2k q 1 . If x were even, then we would have4 42
1  .x s l q k q 1 , and so5 2
M s 2 l q 1 q 2 2k q 1 .  .
1 1
F l q k q 1 q 2k q 1 q 2 ? l q k q 1 .  .  .
2 2
3l 7k 5
s q q ,
2 2 2
which is impossible. Thus it must be that x is odd, and hence that4
  ..  .x s 3 l q k q 1 r4 q 2k q 1 . If x were even, then we would have5 5
 .x s y l q k q 1 r4, and so6
M s 2 l q 1 q 2 2k q 1 .  .
3 l q k q 1 l q k q 1 .
F q 2k q 1 q 2 ? , .
4 4
which is impossible. Thus x is odd.5
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Suppose now that there exists N G 1 such that the following statements
are true for all 0 F n F N:
2 1 1 n . w  . x .  .a x s y y l q k q 1 q 2k q 1 .4qn 3 6 2
 .b x is odd.4qn
Then clearly
Nq12 1 1x s y y l q k q 1 q 2k q 1 .  . .4q Nq1. 3 6 2
 4`and one can show that x is odd. But this means that x is4q Nq1. n nsy1
 4`odd for n G 0, and so by Lemma 1.5, x is constant for n G 0. Thisn nsy1
 4`contradicts the assumption that x is not eventually constant. Hencen nsy1
l q k q 1 is odd, and it follows easily by induction that for n G 1,
1 n4 y 1 .3
x s l y k q 2 2k q 1 , .  .4 ny1 ny14
1 n4 q 2 .6
x s y l y k y 2k q 1 , .  .4 n ny14
x s M s 2 l y k q 3 2k q 1 , .  .4 nq1
and
1 n4 y 1 .6
x s l y k q 2k q 1 . .  .4 nq2 ny14
Hence
4lim x s l y k q 2 2k q 1 .  .4 ny1 3
nª`
is an integer, and thus for all n G 1,
1
l y k .ny13 ? 4
 .is also an integer, from which we see that l y k s 0. So as gcod x , x sy1 0
` 4  .1, it follows that x s 2, y1, 3, 1, 2, y1, 3, 1, . . . .n nsy1
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Dual of the Third Equation
Consider the D E
yx q xn ny1¡ , if x q x is even,n ny1~ 2x s n s 0, 1, . . . , 3* .nq1 ¢x q x , if x q x is odd,n ny1 n ny1
where x , x g Z.y1 0
 4`  .COROLLARY 3.6. Let x be a solution of Eq. 3* , and suppose thatn nsy1
 .  4`  .gcod x , x s 1. Then x is either e¨entually the two-cycle 1, y1 ,y1 0 n nsy1
 .  .  .the three-cycle 1, 0, 1 , the three-cycle y1, 0, y1 , the four cycle 2, 1, 3, y1 ,
 .or the four-cycle y2, y1, y3, 1 .
3.4. Fourth Equation
Consider the D E
x q xn ny1¡ , if x q x is evenn ny1~ 2x s n s 0, 1, . . . , 4 .nq1 ¢yx y x , if x q x is odd,n ny1 n ny1
where x , x g Z.y1 0
 4`  .THEOREM 3.7. Let x be a solution of Eq. 4 . Supposen nsy1
 .  4`gcod x , x s 1 and x / x . Then x is either e¨entually they1 0 y1 0 n nsy1
 .constant 1, the constant y1, the three-cycle y1, 0, 1 , or the three-cycle
 .1, 0, y1 .
 4`Proof. If x is eventually constant, it follows by Lemmas 1.3 andn nsy1
 4`1.5 that x is either eventually the constant 1 or the constant y1.n nsy1
 4`So suppose x is not eventually constant. By Lemma 2.4, we known nsy1
 4`that x is a bounded, integer valued sequence, and hence is eventu-n nsy1
 4`ally periodic. So without loss of generality, we assume x is periodic.n nsy1
Hence there exists an integer M ) 0 such that yM F x F M for alln
n ) y1. Without loss of generality, we may assume that x - x s M. It0 1
follows by Lemma 1.6 that x F 0, x F 0, and that M s x s yx yy1 0 1 y1
x ) 0 is odd.0
Case 1. Suppose x is even and x is odd. We claim that x s 0.y1 0 y1
For the sake of contradiction, suppose x / 0. Then there exist k gy1
 4  4 k .1, 2, . . . and m, l g 0, 1, . . . such that x s y2 2m q 1 and x sy1 0
 . < < < <y 2 l q 1 . Now by Lemma 2.4, M s x F x q x . Suppose k G 2. It1 y1 0
k .  .  .follows that x s y2 2m q 1 , x s y 2 l q 1 , x s M s 2 l q 1 qy1 0 1
k . ky1 .  .  k ky1.2 2m q 1 , x s 2 2m q 1 , and x s y 2 l q 1 y 2 q 22 3
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 . < <  .  k ky1. .2m q 1 . But then x s 2 l q 1 q 2 q 2 2m q 1 ) M. This is3
impossible. Hence k s 1 and there exist integers p, q G 0 such that
 . p .m q l q 1 s 2 2 q q 1 . By analyzing the situation first for the case
when p is even and then for the case when p is odd, we can see that
 .p s 0, and so m q l q 1 s 2 q q 1 . In particular, x is even. It follows3
 .  .  . that x s y2 2m q 1 , x s y 2 l q 1 , x s M s 2 2m q 1 q 2 l qy1 0 1
.  .  .  .  .1 , x s 2m q 1 , x s 2m q 1 q m q l q 1 , x s y2 2m q 1 y2 3 4
 .  .m q l q 1 , and x s 2m q 1 . Thus we see that5
1 1x s y 2m q 1 y m q l q 1 s y 2m q 1 q 2 q q 1 .  .  .  .6 2 2
s y m q q q 1 .
and so
< < < <x q x s 2m q 1 q m q q q 1 s 3m q q q 2 .  .5 6
m q l 7m l
s 3m q q 2 s q q 2 /2 2 2
- 4m q 2 l q 3 s 2 2m q 1 q 2 l q 1 s M . .  .
 .This is impossible by Lemma 2.4 iii , since x s M is odd and, by assump-1
tion, x is also odd. Hence if x is even and x is odd, we must have0 y1 0
 4`  .x s 0, and so the solution x is the three-cycle 0, y1, 1 .y1 n nsy1
Case 2. Suppose x is odd and x is even. We claim that x s 0. Fory1 0 0
the sake of contradiction, suppose that x / 0. Then there exist integers0
 4  4  .k g 1, 2, . . . and m, l g 0, 1, . . . such that x s y 2 l q 1 and x sy1 0
k .y2 2m q 1 . One can show that there exists n G 0 such that x sn
 .  .kq1 .  .y 2 l q 1 and x s y1 2m q 1 . Recall by Lemma 2.4 ii that wenq1
must have
kq1< < < <M F 2 y 2 l q 1 q 2 y1 2m q 1 .  .  .
and note that
M s 2 l q 1 q 2 k 2m q 1 F 2 2 l q 1 q 2 2m q 1 .  .  .  .
if and only if
2 l q 1 q 2 kq1m q 2 k F 4 l q 2 q 4m q 2
if and only if
2 kq1 y 4 m F 2 l y 2 k y 3 , .  .
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k ) 1 and m - l - l.k2 y 2
 .  .Suppose k s 1. It follows that x s y 2 l q 1 , x s y2 2m q 1 , x sy1 0 1
 .  .  .  .M s 2 l q 1 q 2 2m q 1 , x s y 2 l q 1 , and x s 2m q 1 . The next2 3
term is x s m y l, and so4
< <2 l q 1 q 2 2m q 1 F 2 2m q 1 q 2 m y l . .  .  .
< <Thus we see that 2 l q 1 F 2 m y l . If m y l F 0, then we would have
2 l q 1 F 2 l y 2m, which is impossible. Hence
m y l ) 0.
 .It follows that there exists n G 0 such that x s 2m q 1 , x sn nq1
 . p .y1 2 q q 1 , and
p pp2m q 1 q y1 2 q q 1 2 2m q 1 q y1 m y l .  .  .  .  .  .
x s s .nq2 pq12 2
Note that
pp2 2m q 1 q y1 m y l .  .  .p
< <2 y1 2 q q 1 q 2 .  . pq12
p ppq1 p2 q 2 q y1 m y 2 q y1 l q 2 .  . .  .
s p2
and
p ppq1 p2 q 2 q y1 m y 2 q y1 l q 2 .  . .  .
p2
- 2 l q 1 q 2 2m q 1 s M .  .
if and only if
p ppq1 p2 q 2 q y1 m y 2 q y1 l q 2 .  . .  .
- 2 pq1l q 2 pq2 m q 3 ? 2 p ,
which is true. This is impossible. Thus we see that
1
k G 2 and m - l - l.k2 y 2
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 .One can show that there exists n G 0 such that x s 2 l q 1 yn
 .k  .  .  .kq1 .y1 2 2m q 1 , x s y 2 l q 1 , and x s y1 2m q 1 .nq1 nq2
Suppose k is odd. Then x s m y l, which is negative. Note thatnq3
M s 2 l q 1 q 2 k 2m q 1 F 2 2m q 1 q 2 l y m .  .  .  .
if and only if
2 l q 1 q 2 kq1m q 2 k F 4m q 2 q 2 l y 2m
if and only if
2 kq1 y 2 m F 1 y 2 k , .
which is impossible.
 .Suppose k is even. Then x s y m q l q 1 , which is negative. Notenq3
that
M s 2 l q 1 q 2 k 2m q 1 F 2 2m q 1 q 2 m q l q 1 .  .  .  .
if and only if
2 l q 1 q 2 kq1m q 2 k F 4m q 2 q 2m q 2 l q 2
if and only if
2 kq1 y 6 m q 2 k y 3 F 0, .  .
 4`which is also impossible. Thus it is true that x s 0, and so x is the0 n nsy1
 .three-cycle y1, 0, 1 .
Dual of the Fourth Equation
Consider the D E
yx q xn ny1¡ , if x q x is even,n ny1~ 2x s n s 0, 1, . . . , 4* .nq1 ¢x y x , if x q x is odd,n ny1 n ny1
where x , x g Z.y1 0
 4`  .COROLLARY 3.8. Let x be a solution of Eq. 4* , and suppose thatn nsy1
 .  4`  .gcod x , x s 1. Then x is either e¨entually the two-cycle 1, y1y1 0 n nsy1
 .or the six-cycle y1, 0, 1, 1, 0, y1 .
3.5. Fifth Equation
Consider the D E
x y xn ny1¡ , if x q x is even,n ny1~ 2x s n s 0, 1, . . . , 5 .nq1 ¢x q x , if x q x is odd,n ny1 n ny1
where x , x g Z.y1 0
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 .Conjecture 3.1. Suppose gcod x , x s 1. Then every solution of Eq.y1 0
 .  .  .5 is either eventually the three-cycle 0, 1, 1 , the three-cycle 0, y1, y1 ,
 .or the ten-cycle 2, 5, 7, 1, y3, y2, y5, y7, y1, 3 .
Dual of the Fifth Equation
Consider the D E
yx y xn ny1¡ , if x q x is even,n ny1~ 2x s n s 0, 1, . . . , 5* .nq1 ¢yx q x , if x q x is odd,n ny1 n ny1
where x , x g Z.y1 0
 4`  .Conjecture 3.2. Let x be a solution of Eq. 5* , and suppose thatn nsy1
 .  4`gcod x , x s 1. Then x is either eventually the five-cycley1 0 n nsy1
 .  .2, y5, 7, y1, y3 , the five-cycle y2, 5, y7, 1, 3 , or the six-cycle
 .y1, 1, 0, 1, y1, 0 .
3.6. Sixth Equation
Consider the D E
x y xn ny1¡ , if x q x is even,n ny1~ 2x s n s 0, 1, . . . , 6 .nq1 ¢x y x , if x q x is odd,n ny1 n ny1
where x , x g Z.y1 0
 4`  .THEOREM 3.9. Let x be a solution of Eq. 6 . Suppose thatn nsy1
 .  4` gcod x , x s 1. Then x is e¨entually the six-cycle y1, 0, 1,y1 0 n nsy1
.1, 0, y1 .
 .  4`Proof. Since gcod x , x s 1, it follows that x is not eventu-y1 0 n nsy1
 4`ally constant. By Lemma 2.2, x is a bounded, integer valuedn nsy1
sequence, and hence is eventually periodic. So without loss of generality,
 4`we assume x is periodic. Hence there exists an integer M ) 0 suchn nsy1
that yM F x F M for all n G y1. Without loss of generality, we mayn
assume that x - x s M. It follows by Lemma 1.6 that x F 0, x G 0,0 1 y1 0
and that x s x y x is odd.1 0 y1
We claim that x x s 0.y1 0
For the sake of contradiction, suppose that x x / 0. For each n G 0,y1 0
 .let P n be the following proposition:
 .  .n ni x s y1 x r2 and x is even;y1q3n y1 y1q3n
 .  .n  n . n. .ii x s y1 x y 2 y 1 r2 ? x ;3n 0 y1
 .  .n .iii x s y1 x y x .1q3n 0 y1
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 .We shall show by induction that P n is true for all n G 0. We shall
 .first show that P 0 is true. It suffices to show that x is even. Fory1
the sake of contradiction, suppose that x is odd. Then x is odd,y1 y1
x is even, x is odd, x s x y x s yx is odd, and so x s0 1 2 1 0 y1 3
1 1 1 .  .x y x s yx y x q x s y x . Hence by Lemma 2.2, 0 -2 1 y1 0 y1 02 2 2
1< < < <x s x y x F x q x s yx q x , and so we see that x s 0.1 0 y1 2 3 y1 0 02
This contradicts our hypothesis that x x / 0. Thus we see that x isy1 0 y1
 .even, and so P 0 is true.
 .We next suppose that n G 0 and P n is true, and we shall show that
 .P n q 1 is true. Since x is even, we see thaty1q3n
x y x1q3n 3n
x s x sy1q3nq1. 2q3n 2
1 2 n y 1n ns y1 x y x y y1 x y x .  .  .0 y1 0 y1n / /2 2
1 2 n y 1nq1s y1 x y x q x y x . y1 0 0 y1n /2 2
xy1nq1s y1 . . nq12
We shall next show that x is even. So for the sake of contradic-y1q3nq1.
tion, suppose that x is odd. Then x is even, x sy1q3nq1. y1q3n 3n
 .n  n . n. .  .n .y1 x y 2 y 1 r2 x is odd, x s y1 x y x is odd,0 y1 1q3n 0 y1
 .nq1 nq1.and x s y1 x r2 is odd. It follows thaty1q3nq1. y1
x y x x y xy1q3nq1. y2q3nq1. y1q3nq1. 1q3n
x s s3 nq1. 2 2
1 xy1 nnq1s y1 y y1 x y x .  .  .0 y1nq1 /2 2
1 xy1nq1s y1 q x y x . 0 y1nq1 /2 2
nq1 nq1y1 2 y 1 .
s x y ? x .0 y1nq1 /2 2
Thus by Lemma 2.2,
< < < <0 - x s x y x F x q x1 0 y1 y1q3nq1. 3nq1.
x 1 2 nq1 y 1 1y1s y q x y ? x - yx q x ,0 y1 y1 0nq1 nq1 /2 22 2
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and so we see that x s 0. This contradicts our assumption that x x / 0.0 y1 0
Thus it is true that x is even. The rest of the proof thaty1q3nq1.
 .P n q 1 is true is a simple computation and is left to the reader.
 .n n.So in particular for n G 0, x s y1 x r2 , from which we seey1q3n y1
that x s 0. This contradicts our assumption that x x / 0. Thus they1 y1 0
 .claim that x x s 0 is true. So as gcod x , x s 1, it follows thaty1 0 y1 0
` 4  .x is the six-cycle y1, 0, 1, 1, 0, y1 .n nsy1
Dual of the Sixth Equation
Consider the D E
yx y xn ny1¡ , if x q x is even,n ny1~ 2x s n s 0, 1, . . . , 6* .nq1 ¢yx y x , if x q x is odd,n ny1 n ny1
where x , x g Z.y1 0
 4`  .COROLLARY 3.10. Let x be a solution of Eq. 6* , and supposen nsy1
 .  4`that gcod x , x s 1. Then x is e¨entually either the three-cycley1 0 n nsy1
 .  .1, 0, y1 or the three-cycle y1, 0, 1 .
3.7. Se¨enth Equation
Consider the D E
x y xn ny1¡ , if x q x is even,n ny1~ 2x s n s 0, 1, . . . , 7 .nq1 ¢yx q x , if x q x is odd,n ny1 n ny1
where x , x g Z.y1 0
 4`  .THEOREM 3.11. Let x be a solution of Eq. 7 . Supposen nsy1
 .  4`gcod x , x s 1. Then x is e¨entually the eight-cycley 1 0 n ns y 1
 .0, y1, 1, 1, 0, 1, y1, y1 .
 .  4`Proof. Since gcod x , x s 1, it follows by Lemma 1.1 that xy1 0 n nsy1
 4`is not eventually constant. By Lemma 2.3, we know that x is an nsy1
bounded, integer valued sequence, and hence is eventually periodic. So
 4`without loss of generality, we assume that x is periodic. Hencen nsy1
there exists a constant M ) 0 such that yM F x F M for all n G y1.n
Without loss of generality, we may assume that x - x s M. It follows by0 1
Lemma 1.6 that x s yx q x is odd, x F 0, and x G 0.1 0 y1 0 y1
We claim that x x s 0. For the sake of contradiction, supposey1 0
x x / 0.y1 0
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We shall first show that x is odd. For the sake of contradiction,0
 4  4suppose that x is even. Then there exist k g 0, 1, . . . and l g 1, 2, . . .0
 .  .such that x s 2k q 1 , x s y2 l, x s 2 l q 2k q 1 , and x sy1 0 1 2
 .y4 l y 2k q 1 . It follows that l s 0, which is a contradiction. Thus x0
is odd.
 4  4So there exist k, l g 0, 1, . . . and q g 1, 2, . . . such that x sy1
q .  .2 2k q 1 and x s y 2 l q 1 . It can be shown that q s 1, and thus0
 .  .  .  .x s 2 2k q 1 , x s y 2 l q 1 , x s 2 l q 1 q 2 2k q 1 , x sy1 0 1 2
 .  .  .  .2 l q 1 q 2k q 1 , x s 2k q 1 , x s 2 l q 1 , and x s l y k.3 4 5
 .  .  .Suppose l y k F 0. Then 2 l q 1 q 2 2 k q 1 F 2 l q 1 q
 .  .  .2 k y l s 2k q 1 , which is impossible. Hence l y k ) 0. So 2 l q 1 q
 .  .  .2 2k q 1 F 2 l q 1 q 2 l y k from which it follows that 3k q 1 F l.
Suppose x is even. Then5
x s y l y k q 2 l q 1 s l q k q 1, .  .6
x s y l q k q 1 q l y k s y 2k q 1 , .  .  .7
1 1
w xx s y 2k q 1 y l q k q 1 s y 3k q l q 2 , .  .8 2 2
 .  .  .  .and so 2 l q 1 q 2 2k q 1 F 2k q 1 q 3k q l q 2 . Thus 2 l q 1 q
4k q 2 F 5k q l q 3, from which it follows that l F k. This is impossible.
1 1w .  .x w xHence x is odd, and so x s l y k y 2 l q 1 s y l q k q 1 .5 6 2 2
Thus
2 l q 1 q 2 2k q 1 F l y k q l q k q 1 s 2 l q 1 , .  .  .  .  .
which is also impossible. Thus our claim x x s 0 is true. So as x G 0,y1 0 y1
 .  .x F 0, 1 s gcod x , x s gcod x , x , and x s M is odd, it follows0 y1 0 0 1 1
` 4  .that x is the eight-cycle 0, y1, 1, 1, 0, 1, y1, y1 .n nsy1
Dual of the Se¨enth Equation
Consider the D E
yx y xn ny1¡ , if x q x is even,n ny1~ 2x s n s 0, 1, . . . , 7* .nq1 ¢x q x , if x q x is odd,n ny1 n ny1
where x , x g Z.y1 0
 4`  .COROLLARY 3.12. Let x be a solution of Eq. 7* , and supposen nsy1
 .  4`that gcod x , x s 1. Then x is e¨entually the eight-cycley1 0 n nsy1
 .0, y1, y1, 1, 0, 1, 1, y1 .
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3.8. Eighth Equation
Consider the D E
x y xn ny1¡ , if x q x is even,n ny1~ 2x s n s 0, 1, . . . , 8 .nq1 ¢yx y x , if x q x is odd,n ny1 n ny1
where x , x g Z.y1 0
 .Conjecture 3.3. Suppose gcod x , x s 1. Then every solution ofy1 0
 .  .Eq. 8 is eventually either the three-cycle y1, y2, 3 , the three-cycle
 .  .  .1, 2, y3 , the four-cycle y1, 0, 1, y1 , or the four-cycle 1, 0, y1, 1 .
Dual of the Eighth Equation
Consider the D E
yx y xn ny1¡ , if x q x is even,n ny1~ 2x s n s 0, 1, . . . , 8* .nq1 ¢x y x , if x q x is odd,n ny1 n ny1
where x , x g Z.y1 0
 4`  .Conjecture 3.4. Let x be a solution of Eq. 8* , and suppose thatn nsy1
 .  4`gcod x , x s 1. Then x is eventually either the four-cycley1 0 n nsy1
 .  . 1, 0, y1, y1 , the four-cycle y1, 0, 1, 1 , or the six-cycle 1, y2, y3,
.y1, 2, 3 .
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